Humor and Healing
himself back to health after cardiovascular and respiratory
suffering from a serious chronic problems.
disease.

In addition, laughter has superb
muscle relaxant qualities.Muscle
Sigmund Freud that he wrote a physiologists have shown that
anxiety and muscle
book on the subject.
relaxation cannot occur
People crave
But we don't need
time and that
professionals to tell us laughter as if it at the same
the relaxation response
about the magnetism of
a hearty laugh can
laughter. With great were an essential after
up to forty-five
last
insight, we call a funny
amino acid.
minutes!
person "the life of the
Psychologically, humor forms
party."
foundation of good mental
the
Humor has been strongly health.
the lack of a good
promoted as health-giving sense ofCertainly
indicates underhumor
throughout medical historY, from
lying problems like depression and
Hippocrates to Sir William Osler.
alienation.
People crave laughter as if it were
I have reached the conclusion
an essentiai amino acid.
humor is vitai in heaiing the
that
Although humor itself is problems
of individuals, comdifficult to evaluate, the response to
and
societies.
munities,
humor (laughter) can be studied
I have been a street clown for
quite readily.
make
Research has shown that thirty years and have tried to
my own life silly, not as that word is
laughter increases the secretion of
used, but in terms of its
the natural chemicals, cate- currently
"Silly" originally
meaning.
original
cholamines and endorphins, that
happy,
blessed,
meant
good,
make people feel so PePPy and
in
kind,
and
cheerful
fortunate,
good. It also decreases cortisol many diifferent languages. No
secretion and lowers the sedihas been more
mentation rate, which imPlies a other attribute
important. Wearing a rubber nose
stimulated immune resPonse.
wherever I go has changed my life:
Jokes seemed so important to

Dr. Hunter "Patch" Adams
The arrival of a good clown
exercises more beneficial
influence upon the health

of a town than of twenty
asses ladenwith drugs.
Dr. Thomas Sydenham
seventeenth-century PhYsician

Humor is an antidote to all ills'
I believe that fun is as imPortant as
love. The bottom line, when you
ask people what they like about life,
is the fun they have, whether it's
racing cars, dancing, gardening,
golf, or writing books.
Anyone who has picked uP a
copy of Reader's Digest in the last
forty years knows that laughter is
the best medicine. In sPite of the
empirical nature of this truth, the

mainstream medical literature

hasn't refuted it, as far as I know.
The late Norman Cousins wrote

eloquently about having laughed

Oxygenation of the blood
increases, and residual air in the
lungs decreases. Heart rate initially
speeds up and blood pressure rises;

then the arteries relax, causing
heart rate and blood Pressure to
lower. Skin temperahrre rises as a
result of increased peripheral
circulation. Thus, laughter appears
to have a positive effect on many
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"Thebest doctors in the Tt)orld
are Dr. Diet, Dr Quiet, and
Dr. Merryman."
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Jonathan Swift
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AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES

(Available to YRS Members* & Conference Attendees)

Tapes Recorded Live at 1993 Gonference
Dr. Vijayendra Pratap

1. Classical Yoga
2.

The Mind/Body Connection

Dr. Candace Pert

3.

Tkaditional Tibetan Buddhism

Ven. Khenpo Konchog Gyaltsen (one audio tape)

4. Chuckle Your Way to
5. Yoga:
6. Yoga

Health

Dr. Hunter "Patch" Adams

Controlling Body & Mind

Dr. Gulzar Singh Chhina (one audio tape)

Mind Medicine

Speakers'Panel (one audio tape)

Also Available lrom Past Programs

7.Many Lives, Many Masters

Dr. Brian Weiss, May 2, 1993 (four audio / two video tapes)

8.

Alternative Methods of Healing

Dr. Stanley Krippner (1992 Conference)

9.

The Mysterious Art of ChiGong

Master FaXiang Hou (1992 Conference)

10.

LIGHT Medicine of the Future

Dr. Jacob Liberman (1992 Conference)

11.

Healing Secrets of Ancient Hindus

Dr. Vijayendra Pratap (1992 Conference)

12.

Healing Soundscapes Concert

(1

13. Yoga
14.

& The Science of Religion

Outer & Inner Space

992 Conference) video only

Swami Satchidananda

(1

991 Conference)

Dr. Edgar D. Mitchell (1991 Conference)

Audio Set (two tapes-2 hrs.) $18.00

Video (one tape-2 hrs.) $25.00

SHIPPING & HANDLING: For audio tapes, please add $2.00 for first tape, and 50 cents for each
additional tape. For video tapes, please add $3.00 for each tape.
PHONEORDERTO: (215)592-YOGA(MasterCardorVisa)
Yoga Research Society, 341 Fitzwater Street, Philadelphia,PAl9"lL7.
MAIL ORDER TO:

*CALL OR WRITE FOR A YRS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION.

